
WONDERFUL WALTEAMSTOT 

When the great Manchester United came on to the field 

at 01^ Trafford supporters reckoned it a question of just 
# 

how many they fd scored against Walthamstow Avenue, the 

Amateurs from London who are making soccer-history• 

United had the wind, or rather the gale, behind them. 

Their outside-right Berry was prominent in the early stages 

and began the bombardment of the Walthamstcw goal, which 

went on almost non-stop till the interval. From a Berry 

centre the a##*-keeper was charged into the net but 

the referee disallowed the goal„ 

There was only five minutes left of the first half when 

Manchester** scored through their young centre-forward 

Lewis. 

United had the wind against them in the second half. 

Nevertheless it  was mainly the inspired goal-keeping of 

Stanislaus Gerula that kept his charge in tact. Gerula 

comes from Poland. 

Pluck earned its reward 15-minutes from the end. Amateur 

International centre-forward Jim Lewis put the ball in the 

net, equalising for Walthamstow. 

Geru&a was chaired off the field, hero of the afternoon 

for the sporting crowd at Old Trafford. 



F.A. GUP 4th ROUND: SPURS DRAW WITH PRESTON 
Deepdale 

When the wind blew the referee's coin at GaagmBsuba. 

in was evident that the gale was going to play a big 

part in what might otherwise have been a vintage cup tie 

between two classic teams, Preston North End and Tottenham 

Hotspur. England outside-right Finney required three men 

to look after him most of the afternoon. But it was the 

Londoners who opened the scoring, and in a most unusual 

way. A corner was taken by deputy outside-left Withers. 

He cleverly allowed for the wind and it went in the Preston 

net. 

Eight minutes after the Spurs'gcal, Preston equalised. 

Spursf  left-back Willis brought Finney down from behind. 

The referee gave a penalty. Three times the wind blew the 

ball from the spot before Finney scored. A draw seemed the 

just result. 


